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Github markup cheat sheet

Grepper Account Login Required Learn Markdown in 60 pages. Designed for beginners and experts, the Markdown Guidebook is a comprehensive reference that has everything you need to get started and master markdown syntax. Get Book Markup : # Title 1 # -OR- Markup : ============== (under text H1) Markup : ## Title 2 ## -
OR- Markup: --------------- (under H2 text)) Markup : ### Title 3 ### Markup : #### Title 4 #### General text markup : General text Emphasized text markup : _Emphasized text_ or *Emphasized text* Strikethrough text markup : ~~Strikethrough Text ~~ Strong text markup : __Strong text__ or ** Strong text** Strongly emphasized text
markup : ___Strong emphasizes text___ or ***Strongly emphasized text*** Named Links and or Mark: [Named Links]( Named link titles) and or &lt;http: example.com/=&gt; Markup heading-1: [heading-1](#heading-1 Goto heading-1) Table, like this : First Header Second Cell Contents Cell Contents Cell Contents First Header | Second
header ------------- | ------------- Content | Cell Cell Contents | Adding Content Cell Pipes | in a cell : Cell First Header Cell Contents Second Cell Header Content | First Header | Second header ------------- | ------------- Content | Cell Cell Contents | \| Left, right, and center-aligned table Align Right Aligned Header Center Align Right Center
Header Align Cell Header Contents Cell Contents Cell Contents Cell Contents Cell Cell Cell Content Left-aligned header | Right Aligned Header | Center Align header | :--- | ---: | :---: Cell Content | Cell Content | Cell Cell Contents | Cell Content | Content Cell code markup : 'code()' var specificLanguage_code = { data: { lookedUpPlatform:
1, query: Kasabian+Test+Transmission, lookedUpItem: { name: Test Transmission, artist: Kasabian, album: Kasabian, image: null, link: } } } } Markup : '''javascript ''' Bullet list stacked item 2 Markup : * Bullet list * Stacked points * Points stacked sub-nested etc * Item list points 2 -OR- Markup : - Bullet list - Stacked points - Stacked bullets -
Sub-nested points etc - 2 Bullet list items List numbered A numbered list Whichever numbered Markup : 1. Numbered list 1. List numbered 1. Stacked list numbered 2. Number two. Numbered Markup : - [ ] Unfinished task - [x] Completed task markup : - [ ] Unfinished task - [ ] Subtask blockquote mark : &gt; Blockquote &gt;&gt; Nested
Blockquote Horizontal line : Markup : - - - - Image with alt : Markup : ! [alt image] ( Title is optional) Collapsible text: Title 1 Content 1 Content 1 Content 1 Content 1 Title 2 Content 2 Content 2 Content 2 Content 2 Markup : &lt;details&gt;&lt;summary&gt;Title 1&lt;/summary&gt;&lt;p&gt;Content 1 Content 1 Content 1 Content
&lt;h3&gt;Html&lt;/h3&gt;&lt;p&gt; Some HTML code here &lt;/p&gt; Links to specific sections of the page: Go to TOP Markup: [text go here](#section_name) section_title &lt;a name=section_name&gt;&lt;/a&gt; Hotkey: -F ⇧-F Markup : &lt;kbd&gt;Lt;/kbd&gt; Hotkey list: Key Symbol Options ⌥ Control ⌃ Command - Shift ⇧ Caps Lock ⇪
Tab ⇥ esc ⎋ Power ⌽ Back ↩ Delete ⌫ Up ↑ Down ↓ Left ← Right → Emoji: ❗ Use emoji icon to perfect the text.  Search for emoji code in emoji-cheat-sheet.com markup : Code appears between two dots :EMOJICODE: Page 2 Watch 76 Stars 2.4k Fork 3.5k You can't perform that action right now. You sign in with another tab or
window. Reload to refresh your session. you exit in another tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com that can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com that can build
better products. You can always update your options by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use important cookies to perform important website functions, for example they are used to log in. Learn more Always on We use analytics cookies to understand how you
use our website so we can make them better, for example they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete tasks. Learn more Markdown is a lightweight and easy-to-use syntax for organizing all forms of writing on the GitHub platform. What will you learn: How does the Markdown
format create easy-style collaborative editing How does Markdown differ from traditional formatting approachEs How to use Markdown to format text How to take advantage of GitHub automatic Markdown rendering How to implement GitHub unique Markdown extension What is Markdown? Markdown is a way to organize text on the web.
You control the appearance of the document; formatting words as bold or italic, adding images, and creating lists are just some of the things we can do with Markdown. For the most part, Markdown is simply plain text with some non-alphabetic characters thrown in, such as # or *. You can use Markdown most places around GitHub:
Comment Gists in Trouble and Drag Request Files with the .md or .markdown extensions For more information, see Writing on GitHub in GitHub Help. Example It's easy to create a few **bold** words and other words with Markdown. You can even [link to Google!] The children of . It's easy to make some bold and other words tilted with
Markdown. You can even link to Google! Sometimes you want a numbered list: 1. One 2. Two three. Three Sometimes you want bullet points: * Start the line with the stars * Profit! Or, - Dashes also work - And if you have sub points, put two spaces in front of a dotted line or a star: - Like this - And this Sometimes you want a numbered list:
Sometimes you want bullet points: Start the line with the Star Profit! Alternatively, Dashes works also And if you have sub bullets, put two spaces in front of a dotted line or a star: If you want to embed a picture, this is how you do it:! [Yaktocat images] I'm not going . If you want to embed an image, this is how you do it: There are many
different ways to code with GitHub markdown. If you have an inline code block, wrap it in backticks: 'example var=true'. If you have a longer block of code, You can indent with four spaces: if (isAwesome){ return true } GitHub also supports something called code fencing, which allows for multiple lines without indentation: ''' if (isAwesome){
return true } ''' And if you want to use syntax highlighting, include the language: '''javascript if (isAwesome){ return true } ''' There are many different ways to organize code with GitHub markdown. If you have an inline code block, wrap it in backticks: example var =true. If you have a longer block of code, You can indent with four spaces: if
(isAwesome){ return true } GitHub also supports something called code fencing, which allows for multiple lines without indentation: if (isAwesome){ returns true } And if you want to use syntax highlighting, include the language: if (isAwesome){ return true } The following syntax guide is an overview of markdown syntax that you can use
anywhere in the GitHub.com or in your own text file. Header # This is &lt;h1&gt; tag ## This is &lt;h2&gt; tag ###### This is &lt;h6 &gt; Emphasis Tag *This text will be italic* _This will also italic_ **This text will be bold** __This will also bold__ _You **can** combine them_ Lists Unordered * Item 1 * Item 2 * Item 2a * Item 2b Ordered 1.
Item 11. Item 2 1. Item 3 1. Item 3a 1. Picture Item 3b! [GitHub logo] (/image/logo.png) Format:! [Alt text] (url) Link - automatic! [GitHub] I'm not going Http://github.com than that. Blockquotes As Kanye West put it: 'We live the future so that &gt; now is our past. Inline code I think you should use the &lt;addr&gt;'' element here instead.
GitHub Flavored Markdown GitHub.com uses its own version of the Markdown syntax that provides a series of additional useful features, many of which make it easier to work with content GitHub.com. Note that some GitHub Flavored Markdown features are only available in descriptions and comments Issues and Pull Requests. This
includes @mentions as well as references to sha-1 hashes, Issues, and Pull Requests. The Task List is also available in Gist comments and in Gist Markdown files. Syntax highlighting Here's an example of how you can use syntax highlighting with GitHub Flavor Markdown: '''fancyAlert(arg) javascript function { if(arg) {
$.facebox({div:'#foo'}) } }'' You can also easily indent your code with four function fancyAlert(arg) { if(arg) { $.facebox({div:'#foo'}) } } Here is an example of Python code without syntax highlighting: def foo(): if not a bar: return task list True - [x] @mentions, #refs, [link](), **formatting**, &lt;del&gt;and tags supported&lt;/del&gt; - [x] syntax list
required &lt;/addr&gt;&lt;/h6&gt;&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;/h1&gt; &lt;/addr&gt;&lt;/h6&gt;&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;/h1&gt; list not sorted or sorted supported) - [x] This is a complete item - [ ] This is an incomplete item If you include a task list in the first comment Issue, you will get a useful progress indicator in your problem list. It also works in Pull Requests! Table
You can create a table by assembling a list of words and dividing them by hyphen - (for the first row), then separating each column with a pipe |: First Header | Second header ------------ | ------------- Contents of cell 1 | Contents of cell 2 Content in the first column | Content in the second column Will be: Content of the Second Header First
Header of cell 1 Content of cell 2 Content in the first column Content in the second column SHA reference Any reference to the hash of the SHA-1 commit will be automatically converted to a link to the committed one on GitHub. 16c999e8c71134401a78d4d46435517b2271d6ac
mojombo@16c999e8c71134401a78d4d46435517b2271d6ac mojombo/github-flavored-markdown@16c999e8c71134401a78d4d46435517b2271d6ac Issue reference in the repository Any numbers referring to issue or Pull Request will be automatically converted to a link. #1 mojombo#1 mojombo/github-flavored-markdown#1 Username
@mentions Typing the @ symbol, followed by a username, will tell the person to come and see the comment. It's @mention, because you mention individuals. You can also @mention in your organization. Automatic linking for any URL (such will be automatically converted to a clickable link. Strikethrough Each word wrapped in two period
marks (such as ~~this~~) will appear crossed out. GitHub emoji supports emoji! To see a list of each image we support, see the Emoji Cheat Sheet. Last updated Jan 15, 2014 09:00
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